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Image guidance in the radiotherapy treatment room: Can ten years of

rapid development prepare us for the future?
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It is exciting to see the Journal of Radiotherapy in
Practice (JRP) grow and flourish – there is no
doubt it fills an important niche. This is not a
surprise as radiotherapy itself is growing while
its treatment practice has undergone dramatic
changes over the past 10 years. There appear
to be two key drivers for this change: an
increased focus on the patient’s interests and a
more sophisticated use of technology. JRP has
set out to play an important role in publishing
articles on both these topics (and a lot more).1

Although this editorial focuses on the techno-
logy aspect, it is understood that the use of
technology is only warranted if patients benefit
from it in the end.

There is no doubt that practitioners and
researchers in the field of radiotherapy practice
are not twiddling thumbs. They are actively
engaging with technology and are aware of its
importance as demonstrated in recent survey
by Cox, which showed that Australian radiation
therapists considered technology-related
research as the most important to radiation
therapy.2

The dramatic change in technology which
has taken place over the past 10 years results in
the ability to deliver more conformal dose dis-
tributions using techniques such as intensity-
modulated radiation therapy (IMRT).3 It also
brings high-quality imaging in an increasing
number of treatment rooms.4,5 After radiology

and radiotherapy have been drifting apart for
years they seem to come closer together again.

The impact of technology on radiotherapy
practice and the role of its practitioners can be
seen nowhere clearer than in the widely avail-
able imaging tools in the treatment room, often
described by the term image-guided radiation
therapy (IGRT).6,7

Unfortunately, the term IGRT is not as
clearly defined as IMRT where the Interna-
tional Commission on Radiological Units and
Measurements provides a very broad definition
in its recent report 83.8 However, it is common
to limit the term to images acquired in the
treatment room as opposed to imaging in treat-
ment planning. This is also echoed in a literat-
ure review of computed tomography (CT) for
image guidance in this issue of JRP.9 Admit-
tedly, there is some overlap as images acquired
during treatment can trigger changes in treat-
ment plan and/or approach, often called adapt-
ive radiotherapy.10–12

Figure 1 illustrates where IGRT is placed in
the overall context of radiotherapy with the
aim is to achieve loco-regional tumour control.
The identification and definition of the target
has improved dramatically over the last years
with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
positron emission tomography becoming avail-
able or at least accessible in many clinics.13,14

Also the delivery of radiation has become
more sophisticated, mostly through the availab-
ility of IMRT3,15 and more recently volumetric
modulated arc therapy.16 This leaves a last
task to accomplish – the need to deliver the
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complex dose distributions achievable with
IMRT to the correct location. This activity,
IGRT, is one of the key responsibilities of treat-
ment staff and will affect the daily work of many
readers of JRP.

In the context of Figure 1, it is interesting to
note that IMRT with its steep dose gradients is
always likely to benefit from image guidance;
however, the opposite is not necessarily correct
as all treatment deliveries can benefit from
IGRT. One can actually argue that in some cir-
cumstances a simple and fast treatment can
make better use of an image-guided approach,
as the images acquired prior to treatment are
more likely to reflect the anatomy as the treat-
ment is delivered.

IGRT relies on the availability of high-
quality imaging in an increasing number of
treatment rooms. The variety of imaging tools
is mind-boggling ranging from electronic portal
imaging17 to diagnostic kV imaging,18 ultra-
sound19 and varieties of CT scanning.20,21

There is no clear delineation between con-
ventional verification imaging and IGRT; how-
ever, it is generally assumed that IGRT pertains
to the frequent visualisation of the target itself,
an important critical structure or a suitable sur-
rogate marker. As such bony anatomy or surface
imaging using optical methods22 would only
qualify if the bones or skin are directly related
to the treatment objective. On the other hand,

IGRT does not necessarily require daily
imaging as it is often sufficient to reduce a sys-
tematic error between planning and treatment
to optimise delivery.23 On the other hand
IGRT may require the acquisition of more
than one image per treatment session, for
example, for motion management24 or in the
case of a prolonged delivery not uncommon in
hypofractionated treatments.25

However, an important distinction in the
field of IGRT from a practical perspective is
online versus offline decision making. It is obvi-
ous that different clinical scenarios require dif-
ferent approaches to decision making. In many
instances the determination of a systematic pro-
lem offline can be the most effective way to
reduce treatment error. As most of radiotherapy
is delivered in many fractions, a systematic error
for example in patient set-up due to differences
between planning and treatment affects all frac-
tions. Systematic errors therefore are the largest
contributor to margins26 and several methods
have been proposed to eliminate them after
reviewing images from the first fractions off-
line.27 A systematic error can also result from
changing patient or tumour geometry – in this
case imaging can detect the change and prompt
re-planning of the treatment.10

In other clinical scenarios day to day varia-
tions dominate the treatment uncertainty. In
this case daily imaging is required and operators
have to make decisions online with the patient

Figure 1. The role of IMRT and IGRT in the context of radiotherapy.
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on the treatment couch. This decision-making
can be simple such as the movement of the
patient based on fiducial markers implanted in
the target.21

However, it can also involve more complex
decision making such as selection of the best
plan for the day based on a number of plans.28

In any case, the availability of high-quality
image information of the patient at the
treatment unit prior or during treatment has
several important implications for radiotherapy
practice:

1. IGRT allows the assessment of our current
practice. This can be a sobering or re-assur-
ing process. In any case, it allows for reflec-
tion on and improvement of practice.
Another interesting aspect of this new
understanding of current practice is that it
can help to interpret clinical results obtained
in the past and therefore substantiate clinical
evidence.

2. IGRT allows modification of treatment
approaches with tighter margins29 and the
possibility of dose escalation30 often achieved
through significant hypofractionation.25

3. IGRT provides scope for modification of the
treatment plan during the course of treat-
ment based on the image guidance. This
process, often termed adaptive radiotherapy
can be performed offline or online. If the
‘adaptation’ is to be performed online it
places a lot of additional responsibility on
treatment staff even if one only has to choose
the most appropriate treatment plan from a
number of options.28

4. IGRT changes the role and responsibilities of
the treatment staff who have to interpret
images on the spot and make complex deci-
sions under time pressure. It is important
that an independent check by another com-
petent professional is available. This needs
to be considered when deciding on staffing
numbers.

5. IGRT requires additional training. This
applies not only to the operation of the
imaging equipment but also to the inter-
pretation of the images.31

6. IGRT requires new quality assurance activit-
ies such as the checking of image quality and
the verification of spatial accuracy.5,32 It may
also require a completely new approach to
multidisciplinary quality assurance as dis-
cussed at a recent symposium.33 These
checks are often required daily and as such
will involve radiotherapy staff.

7. IGRT provides new challenges and hope-
fully more confidence for radiation therapy
staff. One of the challenges will be role
extension as treatment staff are faced with
the task of interpreting complex image
information. However, this can also improve
job satisfaction which is important in a pro-
fession where staff retention is not always
easy.34

8. IGRT provides ample opportunity for
research. This ranges from research into
operational aspects of imaging and decision
making to assessment of immobilisation.35

On the other hand, IGRT also improves
clinical research as it ensures accuracy of
delivery – there is assurance that what you
see is what you get and many clinical trials
nowadays require some form of image guid-
ance.

9. IGRT introduces new benefits and costs into
radiotherapy, which need to be managed.
These may be health economic considera-
tions;36 however, it could also be the more
general investigation of risks and benefits to
the patient due to IGRT. A typical example
is the additional dose received by the patient
due to imaging which must be balanced
against improved treatment delivery.37

This list cannot be exhaustive but helps to
illustrate the breadth of the change brought to
radiotherapy practice by the introduction of
new technology in general and specifically
IGRT. While these changes are currently tak-
ing place it is important to plan for the future
to optimise the utilisation of technology, pro-
vide appropriate training and meet the expecta-
tions of clinicians and increasingly also of
patients. Where will we be in another 10 years
time? This is difficult to predict, as change is
not a linear process. However, one can assume
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that imaging will be important in several
aspects. For example functional imaging and
improved soft tissue contrast will provide even
better visualisation of the target, for example
with MRI becoming available in the treatment
room.38 The availability of images throughout
the treatment course provides new diagnostic
information that can be used to predict treat-
ment outcome. It also allows early analysis of
treatment response with the opportunity to
adapt the treatment appropriately.12,39,40 It can
also be anticipated that computer tools such as
deformable registration, automatic contouring
and pattern recognition will help users to
make the most of the technology. Finally, soph-
isticated databases can be expected to support
our clinical research and provide clinicians and
patients with decision-making aids to find the
best possible treatment approach for an indi-
vidual patient.

In any case it is important that change and
future developments are informed by practice
and not just by technological capabilities. Jour-
nals such as JRP have an important role to
play here and it is not surprising to see two arti-
cles concerned with IGRT in the present issue
of JRP.9,41 They show that image guidance is
here to stay: it intuitively makes sense as a
method to improve radiotherapy – the evidence
is emerging that this intuition is leading into the
right direction.
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